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Introduction

Over the last years, pediatric illness has undergone a dramatic 
epidemiological change with an increased prevalence of children 
with complex chronic conditions or medically complex children. 
This group includes children who have a multisystem disease 
or marked functional impairment whose survival is increasing 
due to better and earlier diagnostics and improved treatments. 
The pediatric practice must respond to this change in the care 
scenario of the pediatric patient and offer a system that enables 
long-term continuity of care [1,2]. The first difficulty with regard 
to the assistance of the medically complex patient is their correct 
identification; even though this group presents some common 
characteristics (medical fragility, functional limitations usually 
severe and associated with technology dependence, polypharmacy, 
risk of frequent and prolonged hospitalizations or high resource 
utilization) there is no consensus definition capable of collecting 
the entire spectrum of pediatric patients with complex chronic 
conditions as there are considerable variations in needs, not only 
medical; but psychological, educational and social ones, between 
patients [1-4]. 

Current definitions defined the complex chronic condition as 
any medical condition expected to last at least 12 months, involving  

 
either several organ systems or one organ system with sufficient 
severity to require special paediatric care and, probably, some 
period of hospitalization in a tertiary care center [5]. Subsequently, 
the Simon et al group tried to make a less general definition of the 
term by including different items to facilitate the identification of 
this kind of patients. Using this definition, a child with a complex 
chronic condition would be one with: significant chronic conditions 
involving two or more body systems and expected to last at least 
12 months, which requires treatment for controlling the disease; 
the condition can be expected to be episodic or continuously 
debilitating, or can be progressive and associated with deteriorating 
health with a decreased life expectancy in adulthood or associated 
continuous dependence on technology for at least six months; 
patients suffering from a progressive onco-hematological disease 
or metastatic malignancies with affected life functions are also 
included in this group [6].

According to these definitions, different instruments have been 
designed to facilitate the detection of children with complex chronic 
conditions (Table 1) such as the chronic condition indicators, the 
pediatric complex condition classification system or the pediatric 
medical complexity algorithm. But, using these instruments, we 
found that, in many cases, the diagnosis determines if a condition 
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is or is not considered as complex; not taking into account other 
variables such as the degree of functional impairment, psychological 
impact on the family or socio-economic problems [3,4,7]. So how can 
we design health policies, care plans or create specialized units for 
children with medical complexity when we do not even know how 
many children suffer a complex chronic condition in our country, 
city or hospital? Following these guidelines, we would consider that 
a patient suffering from cystic fibrosis fits within the definition of 
a child with medical complexity but the complexity of a particular 
chronic condition can vary over time because of different factors; 
so if the patient is stable, with preserved pulmonary function and 
not affected at the nutritional level, would it have the same degree 
of complexity as patient afflicted with cystic fibrosis with frequent 

exacerbations and who is oxygen dependent? [2,4,7]. This leads us to 
understand that we need to identify not only the complex patient as 
complex; we must also try to catalog the degree of complexity; given 
that it will motivate changes in their care needs, being essential to 
perform a comprehensive and multidisciplinary approach to these 
patients and to develop personalized care plans that will facilitate 
individualized assistance to both the patients and their families 
[2,7-9]. Moreover, as the care of this kind of patients involved an 
important financial and psychological burden to the family; aspects 
as the economic situation, the need for psychological intervention 
among parents or the doctor-patient relationship should be taken 
in to account when evaluating the level of complexity [2,3,9].
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Table 1: Instruments to identify children with medical complexity.

Chronic Condition Indicators Evaluates the presence of chronic pathology. Not designed for complexity evaluation.

Pediatric Complex Condition Classification 
system 

Classifies patients as complex or not complex. 
Excludes low complexity diagnoses. Not evaluate levels of complexity.

Pediatric medical complexity algorithm Classifies patients as a patient with complex or 
non-complex chronic disease.

It does not include socio-economic factors or the 
doctor-patient relationship. 

It does not evaluate levels of complexity.

Clinical risk groups Classifies pathology in groups. Higher groups 
usually correspond with more complex patients.

Not designed for the identification of complex 
patients. Not useful for daily use.

We need to introduce a new perspective where we evaluate 
the complex pediatric patient by its necessities and by aspects 
having a direct impact on the children’s quality of life, rather by 
its diagnostics or a mere list of functional impairments and, from 
this approach, try to develop instruments that help the clinicians 
recognize the multiple attributes of complexity in childhood 
because without them the development of strategies that provides 
better health care to these children and their families are bound to 
fail.
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